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THE BHAKTI MYSTICISM OF THE
BHAGAVATA PORANA

As a result of the Second Vatican Council, the Roman Catho-
lic Church has exhibited some signs of awakening to the spiritual
depths of other traditions. In India, the impetus has begun to be
expressed in the form of an open dialogue between Catholicism
and Hinduism. Common prayer meetings and an experimenta-
tion to adapt and create a distinctive Indian Liturgy 1 have for the
most part been initiated by Catholic efforts. Yet Hindus have co-
operated more or less actively with this initiative. These prayer
meetings have usually worn a Hindu garb; in spirit, however, they
have remained Christian.

Such religious encounters raise many questions concerning
prayer. Does prayer mean the same thing for the Hindus and the
Christians? Does prayer have the same place in the life of a
Hindu as that of a Christian? What is the significance of the
"Hindu prayer"? Such questions led me to search more deeply
into Hindu spirituality, especially its prayer dimension.

1. The Bhagavata Purina

The Bbdgauata Pura1;1a or the "Purana of the Blessed Lord"
is the most important, at any rate the most popular, of the eigh-
teen major puranas. Although fundamentally a Vaishnava text,
it is honoured and accepted by all Hindus. There is much dispute
concerning its date of composition.s Prof. J. Filliozat concludes

I. Cf. Anand Nayak and Joseph Melookunnel, An Outline ;'))" tlu: Ceteorauon
of the Eucharist in Indian R ite, Paths ;'01. ~ no. I. (Poona: Pontifical

Athenaeum, 1968). pp. '17-~{I.
2. For an account on this controversy, d. -\. e. Pusalkar, Stud it's ill Ei1ics

and PUTiilJa5 of India, (Bombay, J95.~), pp. 214-':06.
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that the PuratJa must have been written after the 10th century
A.D.3 This position, however, is questionable for in the first place
.a close reading of the PuratJa reveals that the text was not com-
posed in one single period. At least two layers can be distin-
guished in its composition: the first two and the last two books
(11 and 12) appear to be more recent both in style and particu-
larly in content. It could very well be that the Alviirs (to whom
the origin of the Bhiigavata PuriitJa is attributed by Filliozat and
others) revised an existing text in the 11th century. For there is
evidence that the Bhiigavata PuriitJa was known already to Al
Biriini (born in 973);4 in addition, internal textual evidence as
detailed by A. Gail points to an earlier date, perhaps even the
middle of the 8th century.s

In its content, like the other puranas, the Bhiigavata PuriitJa
(henceforth indicated as Bh. P.) deals with five topics: creation
(sarga), secondary creation (pratisarga), genealogies (vamsa),
reign of Manus imanoantardni) and the history of their posterity
(vamsiil1ucarita).6 Numerous topics-theological, philosophical,
ritual, discourses on various disparate subjects-are all strung
together on the thread of bbakti, which is the Purana's leitmotiv.
Each episode, each subject-matter removed from its original con
text is re-interpreted here in the light of bhakti. The whole Purii1Ja
turns around the bbakti of Bhagavat, the blessed Lord, the source
and end of all, named also as Hari, Vismi or Narayana, who
manifests himself in his various descents (auatdra), particularly
in the form of Krsna. The Bh.P. calls for not only incessant
bhakti manifested towards this Supreme Being, Bhagavat, but an
exclusive bhakti, the ekiintabhakti or ekabhakti (4,24,55; 3,23,
43): Bhagavat above all and above everything. In spite of this
personal, loving attitude to the deity developed and taught by it,
the Purana does not follow a dualistic philosophy. Rather, Bhagavat
is ultimately the Brahman proclaimed in the Vsdas, the Supreme
and the Only Principle. Bhakti is the pathway cut across the il-
lusory world of existence leading to Reality.

3. J. Fil'liozat, "Les dates du BhagaV(lta PW'ana ct rlu 8}&Q&avata-mahGtm~4,"
in lndological Studies in honOUT of Norma~ Brown, ed. by E. Bender(New

Haven; American Oriental Society, Ig6l1).
4· Cf. E. C. Sachau, Alberuni's India, (London: 1887), p. 131.
5. A. Gail, Bhakti im Bh'agal!ota J>uTal}a, CWieshad"ll: 1!)69), pp. '5-,6.
6. In the Bh, P. the list or these five topics i5 sometimes expanded to ten,

ef. 10, 24. 20-2.
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'. !, -The .Bh. ,Pl; ClJ;xiQuslyenough, -preaches 'a: clear anti-orthodox
aMit,uri(? towards the .Hindu -tradition. .while yet, remaining ortho-
qO,l{) and making.Itself acceprable-rc.oee.and all. It.condemns the
Vedas, the sacrifices and the, whole tradition, and yet supplants
its);J:>},vn teachings.in the place. The key to Bh. :P.'s success-is its
ingenuity in interpreting the orthodox tradition: the, essence of
all ithe Vedas and all practices is the bhakti of Bhagavat: with-
PUt this bhakti:, all is useless.

",

3'. ;Th~Forms of Prayer

.:At the 'Outset, it should be noted that" the Bh.P: is not a book
on or about prayer; it is rather a book of prayer, that is, 'a text
that "prays." We find in it no formal teachings or discourses 'On
prayer hut, on the contrary, an abundance of prayers and experi-
ences .of the practice of prayet;.

, Secondly, "prayer" is to be understood not only as the for-
mal iprayers addressed to the deity but also the different methods
and means by which the bhakta enters into a relationship of love
with Bhagavat .. In this sense the prayer in the Bh. P. assumes
different: forms which are methods of experiencing bhakti or the
love .of Bhagavat.

'This bhakti is described in the Bh. P. as a continual flow
of mind towards Bhagavat:

, ,

Just as the waters of the Ganga continuously flow into
the sea, similarly by merely listening to my qualities the

'mind incessantly flows (manogati) to me who resides in
:' the hearts of all (sarvaguhasaya).7 .:

, :" This attachment 'Of the mind is said,' to be' ahaitukya (3,29,
12t which according to Sridhara, means "free from the desire of
h-uW' (phalanf.t5,fl1hdhana$unya); it is aVY(lvahita (3,29,11), that
is, "without differentiation of Lthou" (bbedadarianarabita).

. . . , " .

The Bh. P. attributes to bhakti nine characteristics (navalak-
sana) which in fact are nine forms or means of attaining or ex-
periencing the love of Bhagavat:

~•• " •• ~, " i " . , , • '. ~.,' ' •• ,. .. \

There are Dine 'for~~ (nav~l~ksana) of devotion' to Lord
ViglU-(l) to hear (iravaJ}a) 'the names, episodes, etc.,

7· Bh. p. 3. ~9. II. . 'i.
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of Vi~l!u, (2) to 'Sing (ki'rtana) his name and glories; (3)
to remember fsmar~a) his name, (4) to :'render service
(piidasnvaea) :unto .him; (5) to worship (arcana) him; (6)
to 'pay obeisanoe (oandana). to him; (7) to dedicate
(dasya) all one's actions to him,S (8) to confide to hirri' as
a friend(sakya)~ (9) to offer one's body,~.ndbel?ngings
(atmanivedana) to~is serviceandca,re. 'J}eg~rd it a~:ithe
highest type of learning, if, one offers himself completely
to the Lord and performs this nine-fold devotion,' (7,5,
23-24). . ,

The Bh. P. does not formally develop ell of these nine forms
of bbakti, although., they are clearly latent in its spirit. We find
in the text a clear development of the first four. forms: sraoana,
kirtana, smarana and pddaseuana. In their development, the
Purana does not always employ the same terms. "Sraoana",
the hearing of the stories usually termed as kathasrava~a; kirtana
and forms part of the stuti or the prayer of praise; smarana is to
be seen in the dbydna, and padasevana, .an aspect of. the satsanga.
In this study, therefore, these four forms will be. discussed, in
their wider context in the' Purana and in the following order:
kathiisraua1Ja, satsang(l, stuti and dkyana. The.. other forms enu-
merated, under the navalaksana can all be assimilated and absorbed
by these four, . . .

4. Kathasravana (Hearing the Names, 'the Stories)

As amethod of prayer, the 'kathasrava.~a . (lirerelly, "he,ar-
ing of stories") is typical of the Bh. P.; it is ma.rked by a ;strik-
ing simplicity in contrast to the sublime but arduous ascet'lCal
practices of the Upanisads. For a, Bhagavata, the simple act of
hearing a story related to Bhagavat has. the greatest significance
because it means much more than an edifying narration. It is an
actual re-living of the scene, a "real taking part in the deed of
Bhagavat, an experiencing of Bhagavat's presence, power and
glory, leading to ap. intense .enjoyment of bhak#, It .is deeply
personal. .

The .,stories c()ncernip.gBhagavat are recited, sung orr' acted
in. mimic, dance or song by the fjhaktas of Bhagavat. Such cele-
brations,:.spont~.neo~sly'\attra~t: "crpwds:'.in whom the "hearing"
of Bh~gavat's geeq{ inspires bhakti. .

8, "diiSya'" rather 'signifies ;"servitude, "to be the Servant."
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The right inner disposition for listening to these stories is
bbakti, and bhakti too is its chief fruit. The listening is said to
purify the mind (mati) like "autumn purifies the waters of the
rivers" (2,8,5), effacing sins and destroying the cycle of rebirth
(1,8,36; 10,1,4).

The Bh. P. attributes a very high importance and efficacy
to this simple type of prayer. Moreover, it exalts this method
in such a way as to accord it the highest place in its spiritual
sddbana:

The exertions undergone for carrying out the prescribed
religious duties pertaining to one's Varna and asbrma,
penance (tapas), vedic studies, etc... are for the sake of
reputation (yasas) or affluence (Sri). But by singing of
and listening to the excellences of the lotus-feet of Sridhara,
unfailing remembrance thereof is ensured (12, 12, 53).

For the Bh.P., the Kathiisrava1Ja in fact becomes a substi-
tute for the orthodox and venerated practice of "hearing the
sacred scriptures" Urava1Ja), that is, the Vedas. The composition
of the Purana is in reality intended for this purpose. It offers
an inexhaustible source of stories of the "great deeds" of Bhagavat
and his bbaktas. Some of the best known stories are the "life of Bha-
rata" (Bh, 5, chapters 5-12), the story of Ajamila (Bh. 6, chapters
1-3 and Prahlada (Bh. 7, ch. 3-10) ). The tenth book, the most popu-
lar of the Bh.P., is completely devoted to the incarnation of Bhagavat
as K~t:la. In it the episode on the rasalila, the dance of Krsn»
with the Gopis, (chapters 29-33), is the favourite subject of the
kathiisrava1Ja.

5. Satsanga (Community)

A striking feature of the Bh.P. is that it includes a com-
rnunitarian dimension. The kathasravana is either unfolded in the
course of ~ satsanga or as is very often the case, it creates a satsanga
when the bhaktas assemble to celebrate the great deeds of Bhagavat.

The word satsanga signifies "the community or the associa-
tion of the good." A satsanga is therefore, not just a prayer service,
but basically a "communion with the good," with the bhaktas, a
communion experienced through conversing with the bhaktas or
hearing their instruction, praying with them or merely sitting in
their presence (darsana). The idea behind the satsanga eis not so
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much a common prayer or praise addressed to God, as the com-
munion with those who re-present God on earth, that is, through
whom God's presence on earth is felt, in whose company the
novice absorbs the spirit of holiness.

In the Bh.P. there are various forms of satsanga.9 Although
its external form is ill-defined, one can notice several recurring
elements. There may be a group of eminent bhaktas, surrounded
by a mass of others wishing to celebrate Bhagavat. The celebration
may include all that expresses and leads to bhakti: the bhaktas
glorifying Bhagavar by praise, recounting his great deeds and
people responding with spontaneous acclamations and songs. A
"worship" (padaseua) is rendered to the "feet of the bhaktas"
and a. worship (arcana) to Bhagavat. The satsanga can be spon-
taneous or planned, occasional or regular; it may even be per-
manent when the mumulesu or the person desirous of liberation
chooses to live continuously in the presence of the bhaktas.

Who is the sat whose company is so ardently sought by
people? In 11, 2, 44-47, the Bh.P. distinguishes three types of
bbaktas: the eminent i uttama), the middle (madhyama) and the
ordinary (prakrta). The ordinary bhakta is the one who worships
Hari only in his images and not in his bhaktas. The bhakta of
the middle order is the one who cherishes affection for Bhagevat
and friendly feelings for his devotees. Whereas the superior
bbakta is:

He who sees his own self existing in all beings as Brahman
and realizes that all (mobile and immobile) creations are
established in. his own Self which is Brahman, is the fore-
most of all devotees (11, 2, 45).

Such a bhakta is described in the Purana as the "fool of Bhagavat":

His heart is melted with love (anurdga) and devotion.
He laughs loudly, cries, screams out, bursts into songs and
dances like a mad (unmddhaua) person. Unconventional as
he is, he transgresses the ways of the world (11,2,40).10

9. Today among the Vaishnavas the more formal s(ltsanga.~ are known as
bhajans, For an interesting account of them, cf. Milton Singer, "The
Radha-Krishna Bhajans of Madra. City," and T.K. Venkateswaran.
"Riidhii-Krishna Bhajans of South India," in Krishna: Myths, Rites and

. Attitudes. ed. by Milton Singer, (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, )966).
10. The last phrase is the translator', paraphrase of lokabiihya or outcast.
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IIll fact the Bh.P. proposes such a bhakta as the ideal person: his
wealth and heritage is Bhagavat alone, his raison d' etre is
Bhagavst's bhakti. It is interesting to note that the Bh.P, has no
concept of "guru" other than the concept of the uttama bhakta.
The highest guru is the "fool of Bhagavat" who goes about
"teaching" and enkindling the bhakti of Bhagavat.

The satsanga, therefore, is the adoration of Bhagavat resid-
ing in his eminent bhaktas and these bhaktas adoring Bhagavat
residing in all. This mutual communion in Bhagavat is the prayer
that forms the heart of the spirituality of the Bh.P.

The Pddaseuana or a "veneration to the feet" done during
a satsanga signifies the adoration paid to Bhagavat himself who is
represented on earth by the eminent bhaktas. The feet of Bhagavat
are the "rock of refuge" for men held in the grip of samsdra; it
is the "stronghold" in the world of appearances and illusion.
Such padaseuana again illustrates the fundamental attitudes on
which the satsanga is based-respect and deep reverence.

The arcana or puru~arcana performed during the satsanga
can signify either the worship paid to the holy purusas (in which
case it corresponds to the pddaseuana) or to the Purusa, that is,to
Bhsgavar. In any case, as noted above, the Bh.P" scarcelymakes
a clear distinction between these two types of worship since for
it the Purusas are identical with the Purusa. In the earlier books
of the Bh.P., arcana appears as a simple, 'prayerful cult: . .

.. .in her own garden, the goddess Laksml attended upon
by her maid-servant, .was worshipping (abhyarcati) the
Lord with Tulasi petals... (3,15,22)

In the later books, arcana is a complex ritual form developed in
the context of karmayo ga or kriyayo ga,11 In 11, 27, the triple
form of this cult-vedic, tantric, and a mixed £orm-, are treated
in detail. However, examples of such worship used in satsangas
are not to be found in the Bh.P. The ritual aspect of arcana is not
emphasized in the Bh.P. . ,

However, the Bh.P. evidently attaches great value to this
prayer:-:

11. Cf. R. V. Joshi, Le rituel de la devotion Kn1Ja;te, (Pondioherrv.: ~Jnsli-
tute francais d'Indologle, 1959)'
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.. .in this worldly existence, association (sanga) with saints
(sat) or the righteous, even for half a moment is like find-
ing a valuable treasure. (11,2,30)

Its value is incomparably higher than all other spiritual forms.

Neither the path of Yoga, nor the philosophy of Sarhkhya,
nor the path of Dharma, nor the recitation and the study
of the Vedas, nor penance, nor adoption of Safinyasa nor
performance of sacrifices nor constructions of works of
public amenities, nor religious gifts and donations, nor self-
denying vows, nor yajfia, nor internal repetition of mystic
mantras, nor ablutions in sacred waters nor the observance
of rules of bodily and mental purity and discipline (niyama
nor the vows of self-control (yama) capture me in the heart
of the devotee as does the association with saints (satsanga)
which exterminates all attachment (sanga) (11,12;J-2).

The satsanga then is recommended specially to all those who begin
to seek the pathway of Bhagavet. The company of the good helps
them to break away from all worldly attachments, fix their minds
on Bhagavet alone and strengthen their relation with Bhagavat.

6. Stuti (Praise)

Stuti or praise in the Bh.P. is the response of the bbakta,
rapt in wonder before the great deeds of Bhagavat. Praise is not
merely a human response. In the Bh.P. it resembles a "cosmic
symphony" played by the entire creation of the cosmos, gods, men
and beasts.

To cite but a few of these numerous psalms of praise:
-8,5,20- 30: a hymn chanted by Brahma on Mount Meru in

praise of Bhagavat. Brahma pleads for the creatures of the
three worlds suffering from the curse of Durvasa,

-4,24,31-58: the Rudragita, the praise of Bhagavat sung by
Siva to the Pracetas.

-6,4, 23-35: the praise of the mystery of Brahman known as
Hamsagabya.

-1,9,29-45: the song of Bhisma at the hour of his death. Lying
on the bed of arrows, he breaks forth in praise of Krsna, his
adversary in battle. .

Stutiis fundamentally a praise of some of the qualities (gu~a)
of Bhagavat. The texts describe Bhagavat's theological nature,
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his power of miiya, his creative power, his descents (avatara) and
his mighty deeds. The psalm is interspersed with deep sentiments
of wonder, admiration, adoration, and thanksgiving. Although it
is difficult to see any general structure in these texts, a stuti normally
contains the following ideas: sarandgamana or invitation to take
refuge in Bhagavat and a namaskdra or homage paid to him follow-
ed by an elaborate praise of Bhagavat's qualities (guIJa.stuti). Some-
times the singer reflects (samkalpa) upon himself, his own life and
its meaning and prays for blessing (asirvada) and favours (prdr-
thana).

To illustrate some of these sentiments, let us cite a few verses
from the Hymn of Brahmii (8,5,20-50):

20. .. .with a concentrated mind (samdbitena manasd) the
great venerable Brahma contemplated Csamsmaran) the Supreme
Person, and with a cheerful countenance addressed the gods as
follows:
( sarandgamana)

21. Let us all-I who am but a portion of the Lord, the
Asuras, human beings, sub-human creation like birds, beasts,
trees and sweat-born beings who are the progeny of MarId, who
in turn are just a modicum of his energy, approach for refuge
(saranam vriijama) to him, the imperishable Lord (namaskiira and
gunastuti).

26. We bow (namamabe). to the Supreme Lord, who is
changeless, eternally. true, infinite, beginningless, present in heart
(guhiisaya), unconditioned, incomprehensible, quicker than the
mind and beyond the range of words (vacasanirukta),

28. I seek asylum in that Deity, the Truth, which the Vedas
call the axle of the lightning like the fast rotating wheel of life,
owned by the jiva. The wheel is propelled by Maya. It has mind
(manas) as its chief component and consists of fifteen spokes,12
three naves,I3 and eight fellies.l+

Then after a long but beautiful prayer invoking the vairii;a-
purusa, the cosmic form of Bhagavat, in each member of his body,
starting form his feet, the Hymn continues:

I~. Ten sense organs and five vital breaths-Pr<'i1.1(1s.
13. The three gU1.1as~~attva, rajas and tamas.
14. In the fonn of eight-fold Prakrti consisting of five elements, the mind.

the intellect and the ego.
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(asirvada)

32. May the Lord, the Supreme Person, the veritable,
absolute Brahman itself, be propitious unto us-the Lord who has
created as his feet, this earth which supports the fourfold creation
of beingst- and yet is completely self-dependent, and the Master of
infinitely great powers.

The prayer then invokes other parts of the oairdjapurusa
surveying the body right up to his face.

(prartbana)

45. You being such, be pleased to reveal to us your lotus-
like smiling countenance in such a way as it will come within dee
range of our sense of perception, for we have completely surrend-
ered ourselves to you and are eager to look at you.

The stuti then concludes with some verses of samkalpa:
48. Even the slightest resemblance of action, if dedicated

(arpita) to the Lord, neve, becomes futile; for the Lord loves and
wishes well of such persons.

49. Just as watering the roots of trees proves nourishment
to its trunk and branches, similarly the propitiation of Lord Visnu
leeds to the propitiation of all gods and at one's own self also.

These stutis then, are condensed treatises of the Bhagavata
theology. Composed in terse, melodious Sanskrit, they are pro-
claimed on various occasions of cultic celebrations or spiritual re-
unions. Apart from the erudition they contain their primary aim
is to enkindle devotional bbakti:

I am highly pleased with you, oh great gods, for the know-
ledge (vidya) enshrined in your eulogy which will awaken
the memory of transcendental nature of their real self
among beings and engender in them devotion (bbakti)
unto me (6,9,47).

In the katbesraoana and satsanga accent, the social dimension
of the prayer of the BP.P., the stuti emphasizes a cosmic dimen-
sion. Bhagavat, the "axle of the fast rotation wheel of life," is
continually recognized and praised by all creatures moving around
him. Bbakti, "the incessant flow of the mind," fixes and links the
individual firmly to the unshakable Centre of Life.

I :l' Cnturoidha-sargah : the four categories of beings are viviparous, oviparous,
the sweat-horn and the plant-world. '

5
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Similar to the gU1Jastuti but much simpler is the prayer of
nama-samkirtana, the invocation of the names of Bhagavat. It is
the simple prayer of the great and the low, a loving recollec-
tion of Bhagavat's names which signify "his incarnations
(avatara), his attributes (gu1Ja) and deeds" (3,9,15) and
which uttered at the time of death, even unconsciously, "frees
people from sins of many births and makes them attain Brahman
uncovered by maya" (Ibid.). This idea is illustrated in 6, 1-3
through the story of the wicked outcast Brahmin Ajamila who IS
saved by his unconscious invocation 'Of the name "Narayana."

7 . Dhyana (Meditation)

Dhyanal6 or meditation, however, is the most sublime prayer
form found in the Bh.P. This meditation is couched in the bbaku-
yoga, that is, the eight steps (astnga) of yoga, as developed in the
Piitaiijala yoga, but re-interpreted by the Bh.P. to convey bhakti.
The Bh.P. stresses the seventh step, dhyana, and gives it a new
flavour of bhakti.

Several texts are especially noteworthy: 3, 28, 1-38, a CDm-
plete text on the bhaktiyoga. Although enumerating all eight steps
of yoga, it develops a lengthy treatment of meditation 'On the per-
sonal form of Bhagavat. 1, 6, 17-26: notes in particular the con-
solation enjoyed in dhyana and 2, 1, 16-39 is a text 'Onthe meditation
'On the cosmic form of Bhagavat.

The first tWD steps 'Of the astdngayoga, the yamas and the
niyamas receive a fairly thorough treatment in the Purana. The
five yamas, ahimsa (non-violence), satya (truth), asteya (non-steal-
ing), brabmacarya (continence) and aparigraba (non-possession) are
clearly upheld by the Bh.P. as universal moral laws. Some modi-
fications are introduced in the niyamas: sauca (purity) for the
Purana is not SD much physical purity as the purity 'Of the un-
conditional love (bhakti); while the traditional understanding of
samtosa as contentrnent in the status 'Of life as determined by
'One's birth and tapas as physical austerities are accepted, a. new
meaning is given to sViidhyiiya and ISvarapha1Jidha1Ja. Scadhyyaa is
not the study of the Vedas but the texts concerning the glories of
Bhagavat. The Isuarapranidhiina is changed to' purusdrcana, the
worship of Purusa, that is, Bhagavat: the Bh.P. rejects Patafijali's

J6. Anand Nayak, La meditation dans 'le Bh~avata PUTiilJ'l' (Paris: Den-y-
Liveres, 19i8).
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concept of iSvara. A person is prepared for the meditation when
he has lived for a long time according to all these yamas and
niyamas and embraced them as a way of life.

The next three steps, dsana (posture), prii1Jayama (regula-
tion of breathing) and pratyahara (retraction of the senses), though
often mentioned are not developed. The Bh.P. attaches no parti-
cular importance to the physical endeavours but underlines the
necessity of the control of manas . For the Purana, the mind is
controlled not by physical acts but by internal attachment to the
sats, the holy men, and to Bhagavat's stories.

Dhara1Ja, the sixth step is linked with dbyana. As the com-
mentator Sridhara says (as 3, 28, 11); "manabstbirikananam
dbiiranii," the stabilizing of manas is dhiira1Ja, fixation; and
"stbirasyaorttisantatib dhyiina, i» the continuous activity of the
stabilized manas is dhyana.

Meditation, dhyiina, is therefore fixing the mind continuously
on Bhagavat, the object of meditation (subhiirtha). Bhegavat is
considered under two aspects: the oairdjapurusa, the cosmic form
of Bhagavat comprising all that exists in creation, and the Bhiiga-
uato-riipa, the personal form of Bhagavat. The former is the in-
ferior form of Bhagavat manifest throughout creation whereas
the latter is the superior form, the form revealed in his auaidras,
One begins to concentrate on the former and gradually passes
on to the deeper, more personal form.
Dhyana Bh.P. 3, 28, 12-19

12. When one's mind becomes pure and properly steady
isusarndbita) by Yoga, one should meditate (dhyiiyet) on the form
(kaHhq) of the Supreme Lord, with his eyes fixed on the farthest
end '0£ his nose. The Yogin should meditate on the complete
form of God, till his mind is completely fixed on God;

13. Whose lotus-like face is kindly (prasanna), whose
eyes are reddish like the interior of a lotus; whose complexion
is dark-blue like the petals of a blue lotus; who is holding a conch
(Sankha), a disc (cakra) and a mace (gada); . .'

14. Whose silk garments are yellow like the bright filaments
of a lotus; whose chest bears the mark of Srivatsa, who wears
the resplendent jewelkaustubha around his neck;

15. Who is garlanded by a oanamdla about which intoxi-
cated bees are humming sweetly; who is adorned with invaluable
necklace, bracelets, crown, armlets (an gada) and anklets;
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16. Whose waist is engirdled by a lustrous belt; whose
seat is in the lotus-like hearts of his devotees; who is the most
beautiful, serene, delighting the eyes and the minds;

17. Who is extremely charming to see; who is ever bowed
by all the worlds; who appears like a boy in age; who is eagerly
absorbed in gaze of his servants;

18. Whose holy fame deserves to be eulogized; who has
enhanced the fame of Bali and other punyailokas,

19. With his mind full of pure devotion, he should con-
template the God as standing, walking, sitting, lying, or occupy-
ing his heart-Lord whose tus. are worth looking.

The meditation on this subha,·tha is done in two steps. The
first is a general meditation, that is, contemplating the entire object;
the second is a particular meditation, that is, pondering lovingly
each deteil of Bhagavat's form.

The general meditation is a sort of preparation, a compositio
loci for the particular meditation. Fixing the mind (manas) and
all the senses on the image before him, the person: who meditates
experiences the sentiments of grandeur, beauty and love. He exalts
and magnifies the appearance of Bhagavat in such a way as to feel
the infinite Reality hidden within the concrete form.

When his mind is steadied by a fixa.tion on Bhagavat's form,
the sadbaka then concentrates on each member of Bhagavat, on
each detail of the form, dwelling on it at length and recalling to
his mind all the great deeds of Bhsgavat symbolized by or con-
nected with it. A prolonged meditation of this sort purifies the mind.
The Yogin gradually loses awareness of his own personality. He
becomes entirely absorbed by Bhagavat. Bhagavat alone exists,
all radiant in splendour, majesty and power. At this stage the
sddbaha approaches the threshold of the samiidbi, the final step of
hhaktiyoga.

8. The Bhagavata Purana: Cosmic yet Personal

These multiple prayer forms of the Bh. P. are best under-
stood when situated within a Hindu worldview. How then does
the Hindu see the Bhiigavata Puriina? Clearly, the Bh.P. is not a
"history" of man; rather it is the story of Bhagavat, the Blessed
One. Bhagavat is the axle of the cosmic wheel and everything else
turns round him and tends towards him; Man does not occupy
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the central place in this wheel. He is but one of the spokes, com-
posed-like all other beings=-of a purusa or "consciousness" or
"spirit" caught within the substance of maya (prakrti, the strands
of three gU1Jas). All this is the result of the mysterious "play"
(lila) of Bhagavat. Prayer ultimately means a return to Bhagavat,
a discovery of the Reality of existence, a liberation from envelop-
ing maya.

Prayer, in the Bh.P., therefore, does not seek a communion
with God during a limited space of time; to pray means to enter
seriously upon a path of liberation. Hinduism proposes various
methods for such a liberation; the Bh.P. upholds the path of
bhaleti, an experience of the love of Bhagavat as the pathway to
liberation.

The multiple methods of prayer in the Bh.p. are therefore
to be understood as methods of experiencing bhakti in anticipa-
tion of liberation. One fundamental spiritual endeavour has been not-
ed in all Purdnic methods of prayer: control of the manas and a fixa-
tion of Bhagavat. Manas is the human faculty that unifies the sense
data. But the task of unifying is difficult because of the unstable
nature of the senses. Hence, the "mind" has to be fixed on an im-
movable, unchangeable principle, that is, Bhagavat. In the
leatbdiraoana, satsanga, stuti or dhyana, the fundamental effort lies
in this fixation of manas on Bhagavat by means of a contemplation
of the salutary deeds of Bhagavat.

Now the "other-worldly" dimension of the prayer of the
Bh.P. can be appreciated. Daily life, its joys and sorrows, man's
life and history, his humanity and all that happens within time
and space has scarcely a place in this prayer. He who prays is
turned towards what is eternal, non-temporal, immaterial, com-
pletely away from all that pertains to the world of maya.

Yet it must also be noted that the bhakti school of prayer in-
troduces a new dimension in prayer, the experience of God here
and now within the existing world. Eternity in some way is
linked with history.

The prayer of a bhakta then, is not just a mental or affective
relation with Bhagavat. His whole person and his whole nature
participate in this prayer. For according to the Bh.P., man is not
a closed monad, not even a "person" but a cell of an organism,
the branch of the cosmic tree. Moreover, he is essentially the
same as other beings in nature-all creatures having but one
nature with different gradations. This is seen not only in the ex-
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ternal aspects of the prayer-like the choice of a fitting place
for prayer, seat, regulations concerning food, sleep--but also in
deeper aspects like the breath-control leading to a "cosmicization,"
unification with the all-pervading breath. Similarly, the senti-
ments of communion with all beings, both human and non-human,
reiterate this lesson of "cosmic oneness." However, the role of
nature in prayer is not final, for nature participates with the
siidbaka only up to a point. Maya is eliminated in the final stage
when the pure consciousness alone beholds the Personal Form
of Bhagavat and enters into the cave of mystery. Ultimately, "cos-
micization" ends in profound personalization. This is the mysticism
to which Bhagavat invites.


